As networks and systems have grown more distributed and complex, legacy tools aren't capable of providing secure remote management because they are either dependent on the availability of the network and devices they're supposed to manage, or lack the automated intelligence to take corrective actions when problems arise.
Secure Remote Management (SRM)
Uplogix has delivered the first integrated secure remote management solution that goes beyond basic connectivity and monitoring. Enterprises are deploying SRM globally across their infrastructure for: Access f : Secure, always-available access and visibility to the distributed devices that need to be managed Control f : Local automation and control of routine maintenance, configuration, recovery and service level management tasks Enforcement f : Consistent security and policy enforcement, even during network outages By integrating these functions, Uplogix provides a single management point that significantly reduces the cost, complexity and risk of managing a distributed IT infrastructure while improving IT service levels in the process. Today's dependence on IP-networks and the mission-critical applications that run on them make secure remote management a requirement. Telepresence and unified communications are two specific examples where inadequate traditional tools for remote management infrastructure weaken an organization's ability to deliver services for customers, partners and internal users.
In addition, internal and external compliance pressures require IT to know and record all management actions by internal employees or third parties, even when the network or device is down. This is especially important for service providers and their customers. Traditional tools like console servers and network-dependent SNMP management software can't fill this void.
What Makes Uplogix Different?
Uplogix can automate a majority of the routine maintenance and recovery tasks of an IT admin, but faster, error-free and at a fraction of the cost. Uplogix reduces management complexity with the first integrated, remote management solution to provide secure remote access and local, in-depth monitoring, as well as configuration, fault and service level management. Our solutions reduce risk by ensuring that management security policies are always enforced (even during an outage), and audit all user interactions with systems to aid in compliance reporting. Uplogix can proactively improve service levels by pinpointing the root cause of a service-related issue and automatically correcting it, reducing MTTR and downtime. ...
> Secure Remote Management in Action
Uplogix collects data through serial connections to managed devices. This rich diagnostic data feeds a rules-based policy engine to determine if a parameter is in or out of specification. Uplogix can then either automatically resolve the incident based on pre-approved automated operations, or communicate the problem and recommended recovery steps back to centralized IT staff for resolution management tools. All of this in less time than most standard management tools take to find the problem, and often before users even knew there was an issue.
Compact and Affordable
Uplogix 430 | Comprehensive functionality in a fixed 4-port SRM appliance designed for enterprises needing to monitor, manage and control four or fewer devices and their power supply at any distributed location
Enterprise Scalability and performance
Uplogix 3200 | Our flagship SRM appliance, available in 4-, 8-, 16-, 24-, or 32-port models, delivers advanced remote management capabilities for data centers, branch offices and remote locations on a robust and flexible platform
